THEOREM Let p ^ 3 be a prime and e ^ 1 any integer. Then there exists a group (S which has exponent p e and Engel length e(p e -p'-1 ) + (p -8)/2. If e = 1, this reduces to a Theorem of Kostrikin [2] , whose proof employed other methods. Our method yields the additional information, that © is a solvable group of class at most k + 1, where k is the least integer such that 2 fcl ^ p -2.
In this paper we give an elementary proof of a theorem due to Kostrikin [2] which states that for any prime p ^> 3, there exists a group of exponent p which has Engel length (3p -5)/2. Our proof is conceptually very simple and elementary at least in contrast with Kostrikin's proof, which uses some rather deep results from Lie ring theory [3] . Furthermore, our method establishes that this group has solubility class at most k + 1 where k is the least integer such that 2 fc~1 ^ p -2. (By the solubility class of a group G we mean the least integer k for which G {h) = 1, where G [i) is the commutator subgroup of G ].) Our methods actually generalize to groups of prime power exponent. That is, for a given prime p ^ 3 and an integer e Ξ> 1, there exists a group of exponent p e which has Engel length e(p e -p 6 " 1 ) + (p -3)/2. (This contains Kostrikin's Theorem by taking e = 1.) Moreover, this group has solubility class at most k + 1, where k is the least integer such that 2 k~ι ;> p -2. We will however limit our discussion to the case e = 1 in the main body of the paper and indicate in an appendix how the same methods and proof yield the above theorem for arbitrary e.
We first give the setting and then an outline of the proof of Kostrikin's Theorem in §2. The remaining sections give the technical details of the proof until the final section of concluding remarks. Here we discuss possible alternate proofs. = 0. We do not directly compute the Engel length of the group ξ>, but we instead use a form of the Magnus representation in order to increase the solubility class of our group by one. (cf. [4] .) Let t ι and t 2 be indeterminates which commute with all elements of 3ΐ. Let © be the group of 2 x 2 matrices over ^i [t u i.e., the first row and first column have no effect on the other rows and colums during multiplication. In § 4, we first study B d n and C n , the key conclusion here being that BPn ΞΞ B modulo Σ n+1 . In § 5 we establish the necessary information concerning the first rows of B°n and C n . Section 6 is devoted to using these results to analyze the (p -2) th column of P Λ , and in particular the (1, p -2) entry of P(3p-7)/2 which proves to be non zero (i.e., not in Σ p~λ ). We point out that the proof as it stands is meant only for primes p ; Ξ> 7. For p = 3, 5, the proof can easily be modified and we omit the details.
Throught the rest of the paper except the last section, we assume P ^ 7.
3* The groups ξ> and ©• We first note that any element of ξ> is of the following form: REMARK. We will also use the notation P 1 = (I -B A ). PROPOSITION 
Let k be the least integer for which 2 k~ι ^ (p -2). Then ξ> is of solubility class at most k, and © is of solubility class at most (k + 1).
Proof. If we can show that £> has solubility class at k, then the use of the Magnus representation increases the solubility class by 1, so that © has solubility class at most (k + 1). (cf. [4] .)
To prove that ξ> has solubility class at most fc, we must show ξ> (/1:) = 1. If M = (x^) e 9ΐ, then for fixed j , we define the diagonal of M consisting of the entries
as the j th upper diagonal. Let jy be the ideal in 9t of all matrices with main diagonal consisting of zeros. Then it is well-known that j%f n consists entirely of matrices whose j th upper diagonal entries are all zero, 1 ^j ^ (n -1). ξ> (1) consists of matrices of form I + M, M e s$f. We assert that We also compute
We next observe by a direct computation that where ΛΓ, = (<;#) has (i,i) entry cff = 0(moάΣ),c$ = lίmodl 1 ) and for i > i ^ 2,
Proo/.
Q)P~ι(f) ίP-*-i-1) \
This completes the proof.
The next lemma gives the information about C n and Efin that we will need.
Proof. For n = 1, part (c) is Lemma 1 and part (b) follows from (4.1). We shall prove (b) and (c) by an induction argument. Assume (b) and (c) hold for n. We first prove that (a) is true. since JV* = 0 (moάΣ kn ). (Here we are using the obvious fact that N n has only nonzero entries above the main diagonal and hence is nilpotent.) Thus,
). Hence to prove (a) we must show
, and the (ij) entry of BN^ is (ω* +1 cί¥ lii+1 + ^+ 2 ,i+i). Thus, for j ^ i + 1, the (i, i) entry of N n B -BN n is But by our induction hypothesis for part (c), we have and this is in ^w +1 since our induction hypothesis for part (b) is that all entries of N n are in Σ n . Similarly since by hypothesis all entries of JV» are in Σ n . Thus, the (i, i) entry of N n B -BN n is in Σ n+1 , and hence 5 Ξ B^ (mod^-^1). Thus for a fixed n, (b) and (c) implies (a).
We now show that (b) is true for n + 1. We first note that = 1+ N nHence, to prove (b) holds for (n + 1) we must show that
By the induction hypothesis, all the summands after the first term have the form 
The proof of (b) of Lemma 1 is now complete.
To prove (c), we first note that we actually have
since the neglected terms all contain at least two factors of N n . Thus if n ^ 2, we have
Suppose, therefore, that n -1.
Recomputing
Since in the proof of part (a) we showed (iVj? -BNJ = Oίmodl 12 ), we^see that B°i = (B + N X B -BNJ (mod Σ 3 ) and hence
Thus for all integers n, we have
We want to show that multiplying this entry by ω i " j gives us the (i + 1, j + 1) entry.
by our induction hypothesis. We next compute Proof of Lemma 4. We are assuming the truth of Lemma 3. We first note that C~ι = (I -N n ) (mod Σ n ) since N* = 0 (mod Σ n+i ) for k ^ 2 by Lemma 2. Moreover, since our matrices are triangular, the (1,2) entry of C" 1 is -c\f. Therefore,
B c « = (I + N n )B(I -N Λ ) (mod Σ n )
and for the (1,2) entries we get equality rather than congruence. (This congruence is not good enough for the (1, 2) entry since we must show that the (1,2) entry is Ξ= 0(mod2 r * +1 ).) In fact, we can say
where again the (1, 2) entries of both sides are equal. This is because N n BN n = 0 (mod Σ n ) and N n BN n has the (i, i + 1) entries all zero. For (p -2) ^ i ^ 2, ΛΓ W JB has (1, i) entry (eftU + ω^ίΓJ) and 5iV, has the (l,i) entry ωc$. Therefore, N n B -BN n has (l,i) entry,
and (1, n + 3) entry +3 Ξ 1 (mod Σ) by Lemma 3. Since for j ^ 2, the (1, j) entry of B is zero, we have proved Lemma 4.
Proof of Lemma 3. d (described in §4) satisfies Lemma 3. For an induction argument we assume that the lemma holds for n.
From the proof of Lemma 4,
where the (1, 2) entries of both sides are equal. An easy calculation (since only 2x2 triangular matrices are involved) shows that the (1, 2) entry is (1 -ω p~~ι )c[f and hence by induction is in Σ n+1 .
by our induction hypothesis. Thus, for (n + 2) ;> j 1 ^ 3, the (l,i) entry of (iSΓ n -BN n B~ι) is the (1, w + 3) entry of BN n B~λ is 208 S. BACHMUTH AND H. Y. MOCHIZUKI and hence the (1, n + 3) entry of (N n -BN n B~ι) is since c^+ 2 Ξ lOrnodi?). Our proof is therefore complete. 6* Proof of Kostrikin's theorem (P (3p -7) / 2 Φ 0). The results of the two previous sections has afforded us with just enough information about (I -B Ci ) so that we can now determine the relevant information about
ΐ=l
The following lemma completes the proof of Kostrikin's Theorem.
, the last column of P n = (d£j) has the following form:
) where q -n -(p -3)/2. /n particular, the (1,^ -2) (1 -a/) ... 
P t = (I -B
Λ ) satisfies property (a) of the lemma (B A is exhibited in §4). As our induction hypothesis, for 2 <; n < p -4, suppose P n satisfies (a) of the lemma. P n+1 = (/ -B°n)P n .
We may compute modulo Σ n+1 , and thus modulo Σ n+1 , we have P n+ι equal to the following product. 
2 . For (w + 1) > (p -l)/2, it is now clear that all other terms in (5.1) will be in one higher power of Σ than the term (1 -co)d{%^2 since either the first factor of the second factor lies in a higher power of Σ for each increase in n. By induction we may assume that
forming d^fll, all the terms after the first in (5.1) are = 0 modulo Σ q+1 , and hence d£+±l = ±ω p~1 (l -ω) q+1 (modΣ q+2 ). This completes the proof of part (b) of Lemma 5. 6* Concluding remarks* The question naturally arises as to how far the number n p -(3p -5)/2 is from the largest possible. That n p is probably not the Engel length of the restricted Burnside group B(p) of exponent p has also been demonstrated by Kostrikin [2] who showed that for p = 5, the Engel length of B(5) is 6 while n p is 5. Our proof has yielded the additional information that the group G(p) whose Engel length is n p has solubility class k + 1 where k is the least integer satisfying 2 k > p -1. In [1] Theorem D, it has been shown that the Engel length of groups of exponents p and solubility class k + 1 is at most k(p -1) + 1. The actual number for these groups is therefore between (Sp -5)/2 and k(p -1) + 1.
One possibility of enlarging the number (Sp -5)/2 which comes immediately to mind is to replace the entries of the matrices by elements of a "larger" ring. That is, instead of taking entries from Z p [ω] , use entries from the group ring of an abelian group of exponent p; e.g., if C p is the cyclic group of order p, use entries from Z P [C P x C p ] modulo a suitable ideal. The suitable ideal would have to be the cyclotomic ideal (see [1] for definitions) so that the propositions in §3 remain valid. But the results in [1] (specifically Theorem B) indicate that there would be no change in the first result. In fact, for a prime p, the results in [1] indicate that going to any finite number of variables would make no difference and one may as well use one variable as we have done.
Finally, we conclude with the observation, based upon computer calculations for small primes, that it should be possible to give an even more elementary proof of Kostrikin's Theorem. Namely, instead of using (p -2) x (p -2) matrices, enlarge the matrices to p x p. Specifically, let The group generated by A, B is a group of exponent p, and the idea now is to show directly that C (33 ,_ 5) /2 Φ 1. Conceptually this is simpler than the proof given in this paper, since it avoids the trick of using the Magnus representation, and furthermore one now has a concrete matrix group which is amenable to computer calculations (for small primes) to aid in discovering other properties of these groups. Computer calculations for p -5, 7,11 have shown that indeed for these primes, the (1, p) entry of C( 33 ,_7)/2 is not in Σ p~~ι and hence is nonzero. In fact, the pattern shown makes it quite clear what happens for arbitrary p. Namely, the (1, p) entry is a unit for each C n , n < p -1, and finally the (1, p) Φ 0, (see [1] ).
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